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Brussels, 29 February 2016

PHILIP BRUCE SUCCEEDS BERNARD GHYOOT AS SECRETARY GENERAL OF FEICA, THE ASSOCIATION
OF THE EUROPEAN ADHESIVE & SEALANT INDUSTRY
FEICA appoints successor to its retiring Secretary General
FEICA’s President, Steve Kenny, announces that Philip Bruce is confirmed as the incoming Secretary
General of the association. FEICA’s current Secretary General, Bernard Ghyoot, is due to retire at the end
of March 2016, but Philip Bruce will assume full responsibilities from 1 March 2016, thus ensuring a sufficient
transition period.
Philip joins FEICA following a successful career as Managing Director of Scott Bader in the United
Kingdom where he led the company for more than 10 years with production sites across three continents
and speciality chemical and adhesive sales globally. Philip states “It is an honour to become Secretary
General of this distinguished organisation and to have the opportunity to build on Bernard Ghyoot’s work to
deliver the highest possible value for FEICA’s members and the industry as a whole”.
Bernard Ghyoot, FEICA’s incumbent Secretary General OC, has been with FEICA since October 2006
following a long career at Dow Corning where he occupied numerous functions in Europe and abroad,
and after running his own management company from 2004. His dedication and commitment to FEICA
transformed the association into the voice of the adhesives and sealants industry in Europe.
FEICA’s President, Steve Kenny, adds “We welcome Philip aboard and wish Bernard a very happy and welldeserved retirement after almost 10 years at the helm of FEICA. FEICA is a success story with an
undoubtedly positive future. Building on FEICA’s excellent reputation in the public domain as well as with
the European Commission and all related bodies, the board and I are confident that Philip will take the
association to new heights.”
Philip Bruce is the Director of PJB Chemical Consulting Ltd.
-ENDFEICA
FEICA, the Association of the European Adhesive and Sealant Industry, represents the industry at a European
level and works with all relevant stakeholders to create a mutually beneficial economic and legislative
environment.
Our industry is a success story that makes many everyday products possible, contributes to the economy,
fosters sustainable development, encourages innovation and offers stimulating careers for people with a
wide range of skills.
For further information about FEICA, please visit our website www.feica.eu.
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